CWHBA National Tour 2013
REMINDERS:

2014 Membership &
Renewals are on line.

All registration
application received
before Dec 31, 2013
will be included for
the $500. Stallion
Service Auction
Draw.
Check out the
classifieds section.

And Keep In Touch
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Hickstead Son
Tops Licensing
Tour
It was a two year old son
of the now legendary
Hickstead that led the
way during the 2013
National Inspection Tour
that took place the first
week of September with
stops in Saskatchewan,
Alberta and finishing in
Quebec. The quality of
horses presented was
outstanding.
Expectations were high
for Gallup WF (Hickstead
Gallup WF
photo Amanda Ubell
x Rosalie) when he was
presented at the Alberta
Chapter inspection held at Horse In Hand Stable near Blackfalds, Alb
erta. Bred by Bruce and Sharon Telford of Woodlawn Farms,Tofield AB
and owned by the Gallup Syndicate, he received a score of 8.3,
exhibiting a powerful elastic trot as well as jumping talent. He did not
disappoint. Already almost as tall as his famous father, this is a young
horse that we can look forward to watching develop over the next few
years. A very happy Shauna Cook, who handles the stallion for the
syndicate enthused "You fall in love with Gallup WF as a stallion on his
own merit. He has presence, movement, athleticism and is very
correct."
Guest judge Burkhard Neimann-Laue from Germany commented that
he was "an ideal stallion for the modern Canadian breeding program".
Burkhard an active competitor, trainer, instructor and judge from the
Hanoverian breeding region of Lower Saxony, was most enthusiastic
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and encouraging and impressed with the quality of horses presented
and said, "You have the horses, now you must develop them using
young riders the way we do it in Germany".
In all nine quality stallions were presented and in an unprecedented
result all were licensed.
Top mare on the
National Tour, was
Rivercross Crystal
(AKA Biene) by
Cardento x Tieni,
owned by Rivercross
Farm/ Sally Harrington
of Quebec. A total of
13 mares vied for the
title, with many
receiving premium
scores. The jumping
Rivercross Crystal
photo Beatrice Cauchon
talent in this mare pool
is exceptional reflecting the careful breeding choices that have been
made by our breeders. We can only
look forward with anticipation to their
talented foal crop as these mares
enter the breeding herd.
This was the year of pairs - three
presenters each had two stallions
approved, and two stallions had two
sons approved - Beaulieu's Conquest
and Whirlwind II.Quebec inspections
marked the tenth anniversary of the
inspections being held at Ferme
Beaulieu near St Justine de Newton.
Chris and Carlo
Owned and operated by Carlo
Zimmer who surprised everyone
with a birthday cake complete with flaming candles.
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For more information about this or any other CWHBA initiative,
including registrations please contact our National Office!
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